
 
 

Solicitors Regulation Authority  

 
 

METHODOLOGY NOTE 

 

ComRes interviewed 1,810 English and Welsh adults online between 15th and 17th January 2016. Data were weighted to be representative of all English and 

Welsh adults aged 18+. ComRes is a member of the British Polling Council and abides by its rules.  

 

All press releases or other publications must be checked with ComRes before use. ComRes requires 48 hours to check a press release unless otherwise agreed. 

 

To commission a voting intention poll or a public opinion survey please contact Katharine Peacock: katharine.peacock@comres.co.uk  

To register for Pollwatch, a monthly newsletter update on the polls, please email: pollwatch@comres.co.uk 

 



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

7202224552915215434492583302692562489049061810Unweighted base

7702444023845304943802713083442902179238871810Weighted base

6371993503194664273632592872922021588057571562Solicitors
83%82%87%83%88%87%96%CDE95%CDE93%CDE85%CD70%73%87%85%86%

6251973383054634333442492812842081728077311538Doctors
81%81%84%80%87%K88%K91%CDE92%CDE91%CDE83%D72%79%87%A82%85%

6081903352934484113322482722712011647657221488Dentists
79%78%83%K76%85%K83%K87%CDE91%CDE89%CDE79%D69%76%83%81%82%

6091833182924474073462452642661951507457201465Accountants
79%75%79%76%84%Kl83%k91%CDEF90%CDE86%CDE77%cD67%69%81%81%81%

4721672452413603022491862142271631096205281147Plumbers
61%69%n61%63%68%IL61%65%CD68%CD69%CD66%Cd56%50%67%A60%63%

203751111141631201097293968552328179508Hairdressers
26%31%28%30%31%I24%29%27%30%28%29%24%36%A20%28%

5116302826229491740264659105None of these
7%7%7%i7%5%4%2%2%3%5%g14%EFGH12%EFGH5%7%6%
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Solicitors Independence Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 15th-17th January 2016

Absolutes/col percents
Table 1
Q.1 Some of the following occupations are regulated (there are rules regarding professional conduct and action is taken
when things go wrong), and some are not. Which of the following, if any, do you think should be regulated?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandWalesTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)

195270254194135181185227861727831810Unweighted base

17925125117916117917923390*1702108*1810Weighted base

165226202155146143153202801472891562Solicitors
92%bgHK90%HK80%87%91%HK80%86%87%89%86%83%86%

161218202154141147151200801454841538Doctors
90%BhK87%k81%86%88%82%84%86%89%85%78%85%

155206196146136144152191811407801488Dentists
87%BK82%78%81%84%80%85%b82%91%BhjK83%75%82%

157213196138132135140190801381841465Accountants
87%bGHJ85%Hjk78%77%82%75%78%81%89%bgHJK81%78%81%

K

12417514199110115103145631074731147Plumbers
69%GJK70%GJK56%55%68%gJK64%57%62%70%gJK63%68%jk63%

49717048495041573447137508Hairdressers
27%28%28%27%30%28%23%25%38%FGj28%35%g28%

10101913101591221005105None of these
6%4%7%7%6%9%el5%5%2%6%5%6%
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Solicitors Independence Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 15th-17th January 2016

Absolutes/col percents
Table 1
Q.1 Some of the following occupations are regulated (there are rules regarding professional conduct and action is taken
when things go wrong), and some are not. Which of the following, if any, do you think should be regulated?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

7202224552915215434492583302692562489049061810Unweighted base

7702444023845304943802713083442902179238871810Weighted base

5001752642383793512922062262271551256076251232I am more likely to
65%72%66%62%71%Kl71%K77%CDE76%CDE74%CDe66%cD54%58%66%70%b68%trust a profession that

is independently
regulated

9226344945441418163954327795172I am more likely to
12%11%8%13%j9%9%4%6%5%11%FgH19%EFGH15%FGH8%11%10%trust a profession that

regulates itself

83225352505752344130312212982210The way in which a
11%9%13%13%9%11%14%e13%13%9%11%10%14%A9%12%profession is regulated

makes no difference to
my trust in it

94205245564222142548493811185196Don't know
12%8%13%i12%11%9%6%5%8%14%FGH17%FGH18%FGH12%10%11%
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Solicitors Independence Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 15th-17th January 2016

Absolutes/col percents
Table 2
Q.2 Many professions in the UK (e.g. doctors, dentists, solicitors) are regulated. Some are regulated by organisations that are
independent from the profession itself (independently regulated) and some are regulated by the profession itself, such as by a
representative body or trade association (self-regulated). On the whole, which of the following statements best describes your
viewpoint?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandWalesTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)

195270254194135181185227861727831810Unweighted base

17925125117916117917923390*1702108*1810Weighted base

123190159124108118112150721156751232I am more likely to
69%76%FGhiK63%69%67%66%62%64%81%FGHijKm68%70%68%trust a profession that

is independently
regulated

1315301610172132716012172I am more likely to
7%6%12%iL9%6%9%12%l14%ILm7%9%12%10%trust a profession that

regulates itself

252430202917252852029210The way in which a
14%e9%12%11%18%bEhL9%14%e12%6%12%8%12%profession is regulated

makes no difference to
my trust in it

1822321915282223618511196Don't know
10%9%13%11%9%16%el12%10%6%11%10%11%
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Solicitors Independence Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 15th-17th January 2016

Absolutes/col percents
Table 2
Q.2 Many professions in the UK (e.g. doctors, dentists, solicitors) are regulated. Some are regulated by organisations that are
independent from the profession itself (independently regulated) and some are regulated by the profession itself, such as by a
representative body or trade association (self-regulated). On the whole, which of the following statements best describes your
viewpoint?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

7202224552915215434492583302692562489049061810Unweighted base

7702444023845304943802713083442902179238871810Weighted base

542115264036259121932205662117Solicitors should be
7%9%4%7%8%L7%L7%3%4%5%11%EFGh9%FG6%7%6%regulated by themselves

through their
representative body
(self-regulated)

6101983383064324073422412722812021457527311483Solicitors should be
79%81%84%80%82%83%90%CDE89%CDe88%CDe82%CD70%67%81%82%82%regulated by a fully

independent regulator
(independently
regulated)

2-2-121-1-*3235Solicitors should not
*-*-***-*-*1%egh***be regulated

104254752574812212344554911391205Don't know
13%10%12%14%11%10%3%8%H7%H13%fH19%eFGH23%EFGH12%10%11%
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Solicitors Independence Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 15th-17th January 2016

Absolutes/col percents
Table 3
Q.3 How do you think that solicitors should be regulated?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandWalesTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)

195270254194135181185227861727831810Unweighted base

17925125117916117917923390*1702108*1810Weighted base

10113481110710410611117Solicitors should be
6%4%14%eFGHiJLM5%7%6%4%4%5%6%10%gl6%regulated by themselves

through their
representative body
(self-regulated)

147221186150133133147201831400841483Solicitors should be
82%k88%bHK74%84%hK82%k74%82%k86%HK92%BgHiKm82%78%82%regulated by a fully

independent regulator
(independently
regulated)

-*2--11*-5-5Solicitors should not
-*1%--1%1%*-*-*be regulated

2119292118352422319213205Don't know
12%E8%12%E12%E11%e20%EFijkLm13%El9%3%11%12%e11%
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Solicitors Independence Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 15th-17th January 2016

Absolutes/col percents
Table 3
Q.3 How do you think that solicitors should be regulated?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

7202224552915215434492583302692562489049061810Unweighted base

7702444023845304943802713083442902179238871810Weighted base

5151762722483713652942182282251691236386181256I would feel more
67%72%67%65%70%74%Kl77%CDE80%CDE74%CDE65%c58%56%69%70%69%comfortable making a

complaint if the
regulator is fully
independent of
solicitors

8323243938391411153934265485139I would feel more
11%10%6%10%l7%8%4%4%5%11%FGH12%FGH12%FGH6%10%B8%comfortable making a

complaint if the
regulator is not fully
independent of
solicitors

77215751585152294430313112294216I would feel equally
10%9%14%13%11%10%14%e11%14%e9%11%14%e13%11%12%comfortable in both

scenarios

95235046633921132050573810989199Don't know
12%10%13%I12%12%i8%6%5%7%14%FGH20%FGH17%FGH12%10%11%
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Solicitors Independence Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 15th-17th January 2016

Absolutes/col percents
Table 4
Q.4 Please now imagine that you experienced a problem with your solicitor or law firm and that you needed to report them to the regulator
(e.g. you wanted to complain about a solicitor's behaviour and conduct). Which of the following statements best describes your viewpoint?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandWalesTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)

195270254194135181185227861727831810Unweighted base

17925125117916117917923390*1702108*1810Weighted base

131184169129105113120158771186701256I would feel more
73%h73%h67%72%65%63%67%68%86%BFGHIJKLM70%65%69%comfortable making a

complaint if the
regulator is fully
independent of
solicitors

511241013122027312613139I would feel more
3%5%9%elM6%8%m7%11%eLM12%EjLM3%7%12%eLM8%comfortable making a

complaint if the
regulator is not fully
independent of
solicitors

2340272523181920820313216I would feel equally
13%16%F11%14%15%10%11%9%8%12%12%12%comfortable in both

scenarios

2016311519362128318711199Don't know
11%e6%12%EL8%12%El20%EfgiJkLM11%El12%El3%11%11%11%
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Solicitors Independence Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 15th-17th January 2016

Absolutes/col percents
Table 4
Q.4 Please now imagine that you experienced a problem with your solicitor or law firm and that you needed to report them to the regulator
(e.g. you wanted to complain about a solicitor's behaviour and conduct). Which of the following statements best describes your viewpoint?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Statements
An independent

regulator for
solicitors

would do a
better job of

protecting the
interests ofI support

I generallythe public thanGovernmentI would have
preferaattempts tomore trust in

independentrepresentativemake thesolicitors if I
regulation ofbody forregulator ofknew that their
professionalssolicitorssolicitorsIt is importantprofession was

to self-which regulatesfullythat solicitorsregulated
regulationitselfindependentare regulatedindependently

18101810181018101810Unweighted base

18101810181018101810Weighted base

13491403139015691427NET: Agree
75%78%77%87%79%

8558658621132849Strongly agree     (+2)
47%48%48%63%47%

494538528437578Tend to agree      (+1)
27%30%29%24%32%

256219248130233Neither agree nor   (0)
14%12%14%7%13%disagree

5032241726Tend to disagree   (-1)
3%2%1%1%1%

124928Strongly disagree  (-2)
1%*1%**

6236341935NET: Disagree
3%2%2%1%2%

14315213892115Don't know
8%8%8%5%6%

1.281.341.321.561.32Mean

0.880.800.820.690.80Standard deviation
0.020.020.020.020.02Standard error
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Solicitors Independence Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 15th-17th January 2016

Absolutes/col percents
Table 5
Q.5 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
Summary
Base: All respondents

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

7202224552915215434492583302692562489049061810Unweighted base

7702444023845304943802713083442902179238871810Weighted base

5931993072984293933342342622611961417336941427NET: Agree
77%82%76%78%81%80%88%CDE86%CDE85%CDE76%Cd68%65%79%78%79%

31512318316824824923816214314310557416433849Strongly agree     (+2)
41%50%N45%44%47%51%63%CDEF60%CDEF47%CD42%C36%C26%45%49%47%

2797612413018114496731181189083317261578Tend to agree      (+1)
36%31%31%34%34%29%25%27%39%GH34%H31%38%GH34%a29%32%

1062561515962352630575035118114233Neither agree nor   (0)
14%10%15%13%11%12%9%10%10%17%FGH17%FGH16%FgH13%13%13%disagree

1442591021258742226Tend to disagree   (-1)
2%2%1%1%2%2%l1%*1%1%3%gH3%fGH*2%B1%

42113421-122538Strongly disagree  (-2)
*1%**1%1%**-*1%1%f1%**

18536121442261110102535NET: Disagree
2%2%1%2%2%l3%L1%1%1%2%4%FgH4%eFGH1%3%B2%

53143228302579142034326253115Don't know
7%6%8%i7%6%5%2%3%5%h6%H12%EFGH15%EFGH7%6%6%

1.241.37n1.311.291.331.331.52CDEF1.49CDEf1.37CDe1.23C1.131.001.321.321.32Mean

0.810.800.770.790.790.850.730.730.700.800.900.880.770.830.80Standard deviation
0.030.060.040.050.040.040.030.050.040.050.060.060.030.030.02Standard error
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Solicitors Independence Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 15th-17th January 2016

Absolutes/col percents
Table 6
Q.5 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
I would have more trust in solicitors if I knew that their profession was regulated independently
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandWalesTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)

195270254194135181185227861727831810Unweighted base

17925125117916117917923390*1702108*1810Weighted base

136205191144137132135185751342861427NET: Agree
76%82%h76%81%85%gHkm74%76%79%84%79%80%79%

71113120836578911195579554849Strongly agree     (+2)
39%45%48%47%40%43%51%m51%iM61%HIJkLM47%50%47%

66927161725445662054731578Tend to agree      (+1)
37%EG37%EfGk28%34%g45%BEFGHjK30%25%28%23%32%29%32%

2532311915282932922112233Neither agree nor   (0)
14%13%12%11%9%16%16%i14%10%13%11%13%disagree

32112-213125126Tend to disagree   (-1)
2%1%4%fGIjL1%-1%1%1%2%1%1%1%

213-11---8-8Strongly disagree  (-2)
1%1%1%-1%*---*-*

541421313133135NET: Disagree
3%1%6%FGhIJL1%1%2%1%1%2%2%1%2%

12101514916131341069115Don't know
7%4%6%8%5%9%l7%6%5%6%8%6%

1.201.301.241.37m1.311.271.361.37m1.51hiKlM1.311.41m1.32Mean

0.850.780.940.730.690.820.790.780.750.810.750.80Standard deviation
0.060.050.060.050.060.060.060.050.080.020.090.02Standard error
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Solicitors Independence Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 15th-17th January 2016

Absolutes/col percents
Table 6
Q.5 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
I would have more trust in solicitors if I knew that their profession was regulated independently
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

7202224552915215434492583302692562489049061810Unweighted base

7702444023845304943802713083442902179238871810Weighted base

6402053393204694423722602782792161668137571569NET: Agree
83%84%84%83%88%kl89%KL98%CDEF96%CDEF90%CDE81%75%76%88%85%87%

452143240228333332303203211184146855525801132Strongly agree     (+2)
59%59%60%59%63%67%kL80%CDEF75%CDE68%CDE54%C51%C39%60%65%B63%

188629992136110695667956981260177437Tend to agree      (+1)
24%25%25%24%26%22%18%21%22%28%H24%37%DEFGH28%A20%24%

72243242312534163842275872130Neither agree nor   (0)
9%10%8%11%IJ6%5%1%2%5%GH11%FGH15%FGH12%FGH6%8%7%disagree

11335451-247331417Tend to disagree   (-1)
1%1%1%1%1%1%*-1%1%2%GH2%gh*2%B1%

11--11--1*1-1*2Strongly disagree  (-2)
**--**--***-***

12435561-348341519NET: Disagree
2%2%1%1%1%1%*-1%1%3%GH2%gh*2%B1%

4610291625225811232421484392Don't know
6%4%7%i4%5%4%1%3%4%h7%gH8%fGH10%FGH5%5%5%

1.491.471.541.481.571.63Kl1.79CDEF1.75CDEF1.64CDE1.43C1.331.261.551.571.56Mean

0.750.780.680.750.670.650.440.470.640.750.860.760.650.720.69Standard deviation
0.030.050.030.050.030.030.020.030.040.050.060.050.020.020.02Standard error
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Solicitors Independence Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 15th-17th January 2016

Absolutes/col percents
Table 7
Q.5 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
It is important that solicitors are regulated
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandWalesTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)

195270254194135181185227861727831810Unweighted base

17925125117916117917923390*1702108*1810Weighted base

157228215161144144153202821484851569NET: Agree
87%91%BH86%90%bH89%bh80%85%87%92%bH87%b79%87%

11416715211097105113145641068651132Strongly agree     (+2)
64%66%61%61%60%59%63%62%71%h63%60%63%

42616251473839571841721437Tend to agree      (+1)
24%24%25%28%29%21%22%25%21%24%19%24%

14142089211613311811130Neither agree nor   (0)
8%6%8%4%6%12%EfiJl9%6%3%7%11%7%disagree

-1541112114317Tend to disagree   (-1)
-1%2%2%m1%**1%1%1%3%m1%

-*----1-12-2Strongly disagree  (-2)
-*----*-1%*-*

-2541112116319NET: Disagree
-1%2%2%m1%*1%1%2%1%3%m1%

87117714916383892Don't know
5%3%5%4%4%8%l5%7%l3%5%8%5%

1.581.611.511.551.551.501.551.591.661.561.481.56Mean

0.640.640.730.680.650.730.720.640.660.680.810.69Standard deviation
0.050.040.050.050.060.060.050.040.070.020.090.02Standard error
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Solicitors Independence Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 15th-17th January 2016

Absolutes/col percents
Table 7
Q.5 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
It is important that solicitors are regulated
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

7202224552915215434492583302692562489049061810Unweighted base

7702444023845304943802713083442902179238871810Weighted base

5841882992834143943292352512431951377006911390NET: Agree
76%77%74%74%78%80%kl87%CDEf87%CDE82%CDE71%67%63%76%78%77%

34411119717324025224615915713810359404457862Strongly agree     (+2)
45%46%49%45%45%51%j65%CDEF59%CDEf51%CDE40%C36%c27%44%52%B48%

240771011101741428376941059278295233528Tend to agree      (+1)
31%32%25%29%33%L29%22%28%31%H31%H32%H36%gH32%A26%29%

1163459697049331932665741123125248Neither agree nor   (0)
15%14%15%I18%I13%10%9%7%10%19%FGH20%FGH19%FGH13%14%14%disagree

11244799-226681624Tend to disagree   (-1)
1%1%1%1%1%2%2%fG-*1%2%g3%eFG1%2%1%

351-1812322*369Strongly disagree  (-2)
*2%N*-*2%JKL*1%1%1%1%**1%1%

14754817924577122234NET: Disagree
2%3%1%1%2%3%jkL2%1%1%1%3%3%g1%2%2%

561540273834915203030338949138Don't know
7%6%10%7%7%7%2%6%h7%H9%H10%gH15%EFGH10%A6%8%

1.281.261.351.271.311.351.53CDEF1.52CDEf1.40CDE1.19c1.111.021.301.341.32Mean

0.810.890.800.810.780.870.760.700.780.840.870.830.790.850.82Standard deviation
0.030.060.040.050.040.040.040.050.040.050.060.060.030.030.02Standard error
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Solicitors Independence Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 15th-17th January 2016

Absolutes/col percents
Table 8
Q.5 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
I support Government attempts to make the regulator of solicitors fully independent
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandWalesTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)

195270254194135181185227861727831810Unweighted base

17925125117916117917923390*1702108*1810Weighted base

132201197135121135138184761319711390NET: Agree
74%80%B78%b75%75%75%77%79%b84%Bm77%B66%77%

83120119806282871284981052862Strongly agree     (+2)
47%48%47%45%39%46%49%55%Ij54%I48%48%48%

48817855595351562750820528Tend to agree      (+1)
27%32%Bf31%B31%b37%BF29%29%24%30%30%b18%29%

2631332619272332722325248Neither agree nor   (0)
14%12%13%14%12%15%13%14%8%13%23%DEfgikL14%disagree

13543*32323224Tend to disagree   (-1)
1%1%2%2%2%*2%1%3%h1%1%1%

323-2-1--9-9Strongly disagree  (-2)
2%f1%1%-1%-*--1%-1%

44744*32332234NET: Disagree
2%2%3%h2%3%h*2%1%3%h2%1%2%

1815131516171516412810138Don't know
10%6%5%8%10%9%8%7%4%8%9%8%

1.291.331.291.281.221.341.351.43I1.421.331.241.32Mean

0.880.800.860.820.840.750.810.760.790.810.890.82Standard deviation
0.070.050.060.060.080.060.060.050.090.020.100.02Standard error
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Solicitors Independence Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 15th-17th January 2016

Absolutes/col percents
Table 8
Q.5 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
I support Government attempts to make the regulator of solicitors fully independent
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

7202224552915215434492583302692562489049061810Unweighted base

7702444023845304943802713083442902179238871810Weighted base

5861913022794263973342452532451961317086951403NET: Agree
76%78%75%73%80%Kl80%Kl88%CDEf90%CDEF82%CDE71%C68%60%77%78%78%

33511618517925624524716515114010656415450865Strongly agree     (+2)
44%47%46%47%48%50%65%CDEF61%CDEF49%CDe41%C37%C26%45%51%B48%

2517511710017015286801021059075293245538Tend to agree      (+1)
33%31%29%26%32%31%23%29%h33%H31%H31%H34%H32%a28%30%

1092853625945271429516038111108219Neither agree nor   (0)
14%12%13%i16%Ij11%9%7%5%9%g15%fGH21%FGH18%FGH12%12%12%disagree

98461011412959131932Tend to disagree   (-1)
1%3%n1%2%2%2%1%1%1%3%2%4%FGH1%2%2%

3**1111-2-1*224Strongly disagree  (-2)
*******-1%-*****

1385811135149610152136NET: Disagree
2%3%1%2%2%3%1%1%1%3%2%4%FGH2%2%2%

6216433534391412213928398963152Don't know
8%7%11%J9%7%8%4%4%7%h11%GH10%GH18%DeFGH10%a7%8%

1.281.311.341.291.351.381.57CDEF1.57CDEF1.39CDE1.23C1.120.991.331.361.34Mean

0.800.830.780.850.780.790.700.620.750.830.860.870.780.810.80Standard deviation
0.030.060.040.050.040.040.030.040.040.050.060.060.030.030.02Standard error
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Solicitors Independence Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 15th-17th January 2016

Absolutes/col percents
Table 9
Q.5 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
An independent regulator for solicitors would do a better job of protecting the interests of the public than a representative body for solicitors which regulates itself
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandWalesTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)

195270254194135181185227861727831810Unweighted base

17925125117916117917923390*1702108*1810Weighted base

134203197130125131137191801327761403NET: Agree
75%81%bhj79%72%78%73%77%82%bhJ89%BGHiJkM78%71%78%

76123121817083871225781946865Strongly agree     (+2)
42%49%48%45%43%46%48%52%m64%BGHIJKLM48%43%48%

58797649564851692350830538Tend to agree      (+1)
32%32%30%28%35%27%28%29%25%30%28%30%

2130323119242320320316219Neither agree nor   (0)
12%E12%E13%E17%EF12%e14%E13%E9%3%12%15%E12%disagree

52622313328432Tend to disagree   (-1)
3%1%2%1%1%2%1%1%3%2%4%2%

*-1---12-4-4Strongly disagree  (-2)
*-1%---*1%-*-*

52722325332436NET: Disagree
3%1%3%1%1%2%1%2%3%2%4%2%

2016151615211717414012152Don't know
11%k6%6%9%9%12%kl9%7%5%8%11%8%

1.281.381.311.281.321.331.361.421.57BghIJKlM1.351.231.34Mean

0.820.740.840.810.750.810.790.790.720.790.880.80Standard deviation
0.060.050.050.060.070.060.060.050.080.020.100.02Standard error
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Solicitors Independence Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 15th-17th January 2016

Absolutes/col percents
Table 9
Q.5 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
An independent regulator for solicitors would do a better job of protecting the interests of the public than a representative body for solicitors which regulates itself
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

7202224552915215434492583302692562489049061810Unweighted base

7702444023845304943802713083442902179238871810Weighted base

5431942782684113923312352292341861356686821349NET: Agree
71%80%N69%70%78%KL79%KL87%CDEF86%CDEF75%CD68%64%62%72%77%b75%

33311517916326225123816015613810261391463855Strongly agree     (+2)
43%47%45%42%49%51%Kl63%CDEF59%CDEf51%CDE40%C35%28%42%52%B47%

2107999105150141927573978473276218494Tend to agree      (+1)
27%32%24%27%28%29%24%28%24%28%29%34%FH30%A25%27%

1273079676149262238676439151105256Neither agree nor   (0)
17%12%20%IJ17%IJ12%10%7%8%12%H19%FGH22%FGH18%GH16%A12%14%disagree

274713141682137812203150Tend to disagree   (-1)
4%2%2%3%3%3%2%1%4%G2%3%6%eGH2%3%3%

61333331521*5612Strongly disagree  (-2)
1%*1%1%*1%1%*1%1%**1%1%1%

34510161720113189912253762NET: Disagree
4%2%2%4%3%4%3%1%6%eGh3%3%6%G3%4%3%

6615363341331213223430327964143Don't know
9%6%9%9%8%7%3%5%7%H10%GH10%GH15%FGH9%7%8%

1.191.33n1.211.181.34Kl1.35KL1.51CDEF1.51CDEF1.27CD1.17c1.070.991.221.34B1.28Mean

0.930.800.900.920.840.860.790.710.970.880.890.900.860.890.88Standard deviation
0.040.060.040.060.040.040.040.050.060.060.060.060.030.030.02Standard error
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Solicitors Independence Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 15th-17th January 2016

Absolutes/col percents
Table 10
Q.5 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
I generally prefer independent regulation of professionals to self-regulation
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandWalesTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)

195270254194135181185227861727831810Unweighted base

17925125117916117917923390*1702108*1810Weighted base

134199179135119125129174751270801349NET: Agree
75%79%hk71%76%74%70%72%75%84%gHK75%74%75%

81127117776381851274980649855Strongly agree     (+2)
45%51%i47%43%39%45%48%54%IJm54%i47%45%47%

54736259554444472746331494Tend to agree      (+1)
30%F29%f25%33%Fk34%Fgk25%24%20%30%27%29%27%

2328392625273133724115256Neither agree nor   (0)
13%11%16%14%16%15%18%e14%8%14%14%14%disagree

681234513446550Tend to disagree   (-1)
3%3%5%fG2%2%3%1%1%4%3%4%3%

11221113112-12Strongly disagree  (-2)
**1%1%1%**1%1%1%-1%

791455625457562NET: Disagree
4%4%5%G3%3%3%1%2%5%3%4%3%

151419131321172131358143Don't know
8%6%7%7%8%12%EL9%9%3%8%8%8%

1.261.331.211.231.191.261.301.38ik1.371.281.241.28Mean

0.870.850.950.870.850.890.840.880.870.880.880.88Standard deviation
0.060.050.060.070.080.070.060.060.100.020.100.02Standard error
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Solicitors Independence Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 15th-17th January 2016

Absolutes/col percents
Table 10
Q.5 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
I generally prefer independent regulation of professionals to self-regulation
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes


